INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
data, and a knowledge that such data generally reveal
some law when tried in various ways. Among such ways
are making graphic curves, forming simple functions such
as products, sines, squares, forming differences between
consecutive values, and a host more By such means a
law may ultimately be discovered which gives the con-
nection between the length and time of swing of a pendulum,
and enables the one to be predicted from the other.
We must leave for the presentl the enticing development
of how such empirical laws as the above fail to satisfy us
and how we only are content when we can deduce the
same law from intuitive premises by logical steps : and
return to our discussion of the Herbartian doctrine of
apperception The new facts which ere introduced in the
presentation merge themselves in the apperception-mass,
and modify it, as a piece of sugar disappears in a cup of
tea, which is itself changed into a drink with a new flavour.
The new apperception-mass, being richer and more articu-
lated than the old, will have more points of contact with
the unknown, will be more capable of absorbing new data
and new ideas. Thus the circle of thought goes on in-
creasing its area, throwing out projections here and there
along this or that radius but, in a harmonious education,
always from time to time filling in the intervening sectors
and making an integrated whole.
The pendulum illustration, though excellent for illus-
trating the Five Steps, emphasizes mainly a logical aspect
of apperception, whereas Herbart was concerned rather with
the active power of ideas to seize others even when no such
scientific generalization as that of the pendulum law is
found. There must no doubt always be a certain logical
satisfaction, but the plane of reasoning may be very low,
To take examples at various levels, we may cite under-
standing a new country by comparison and contrast with
the home neighbourhood and countries already studied;
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